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About This Video

Featuring contributions from some of Football Manager’s creators and famous fans from the worlds of football and
entertainment, 'An Alternative Reality: The Football Manager Documentary' examines the game’s enduring appeal and how it

has seeped into and influenced the culture of the world’s favourite game.
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Mentally infuriating, intellectually frustrating: yet somehow addictive as 'Minesweeper' is (likewise, though, in terms of abilities,
the game is about as limited as 'Minesweeper', however there are a range of challenging levels). It holds merit as you advance
through the levels, connecting the bacillus together as if a master of biological warfare, per level being granted a new means of
changing the culture via deleting, duplicating and extending strands. A definite 'out-there' in Steam's archive of hidden gems, it
is worth exploiting during the summer sales!. It's unique, entertaining and fun. Should never have been allowed on steam.. If you
like Ruiner, get this game.
If you're a fan of the Hotline Miami games, get this game.
If you're into bullet-hell like arcade style games, get this game.
If you're into rogue games, or games with rogue-like characteristics, get this game.
If you are a completionist, get this game.
If you are a fan of cyberpunk style video games, get this game.
If you have a spare $5, get this game.

Get. This. Game.

It might not be the most filling game, but it definitely is very fun. The challenges and unlockables keep you occupied for a good
while, it's very unforgiving, but most of all captivating and exciting, and bug-free. No matter the lack of variety in enemies or
bosses (there's only one that gets stronger each time you beat him in a saiyan-like style) or the few customizable choices, it's a
blast. The soundtrack is amazing too, though it's my own personal preference to put on some high-octane synthwave mixes or
music from like Furi. My only request is that the developers continue to work on it, perhaps add in a new type of enemy or boss,
or add game modifiers like the skulls in Halo.. Totally recommended. Try this game. Sure ur also addicted. My rate for this
game 8.5/10. I love Pixel Puzzles games, I buy them all! Bring out more please!!! 9\/10 :D
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quot;Solstice" is an amazing experience.. a gorgeous visual novel with a staggering amount of choices and alternative dialogue
(you'll know when you come across a point where you could've heard something different when a little branch appears in the
upper right hand corner). Definitely worth replaying to take on different goals/ personalities and see what unfolds.
It's very interesting to play as two characters (and you can choose how closely they work together). They both have distinct
personalities, which makes them interesting to learn about, alongside the NPCs. I appreciate the helpful journal that keeps track
of the NPCs & important points - makes it easier for replay as well.
I love that romance options are on the table but not a necessary development & that a queer relationship is possible <3

I loved "Cinders" and eagerly anticipated the release of this game - and MoaCube doesn't disappoint! I hope they keep at it in
the same universe ^_^. Got this game for free, the reviews weren't all negative and the background also got me interested so I
tried it out.
First off, this game is NOT the game you want to play if you have not played any 'old' games.

Why? because this game has the mechanics and graphics of an old game. If you are not that old enough to play those games...
Well let's just say you will definitely not enjoy this game at all.

Now on to the game. Story is relatively easy to predict up till this point of the game(2HR or so) but at the very least it's not
THAT easy to predict. You still can guess what will happen later onwards, wonder what is happening, and so on.

Not really that bad if you just want to try a random new game out, plenty of quests and apparently an world map very large. 2
hours in the game and I've just completed my first city, along with a dungeon and a quest from another city.(By first city I mean
I finished all quests in that city)

All in all I personally would recommend the game to a friend, but due to it's mechanics and graphics, not everyone will like it
for sure.
. I tried to play and like this game, but I couldn't find a way to set the mouse controls in-game to invert the Y-axis. Additionally,
the controls were fixed and there was no way to map them to different keys. *Every* first-person shooter game has these basic
configurability features... except this one apparently. Do not pay money for this game until it supports basic functions such as
these.. Fun game I guess if you're into that sort of thingies.
Was cheap and had cards, I got them, yay can get drops woopity-doooo.. Despite me being a fan of the 2 short movies and
especially the anime series for Little Witch Academia, this game was not as good as I was hoping it would be.

While this game does a great job representing the world of the anime franchise with fun dialouge, a great opening theme tune,
the japanese voice cast reprising their roles for this game (there's no english voice option in this game so sorry few people who
prefer the english cast), nice cell shaded graphics and on top of that some original animation from Studio TRIGGER for certain
cutscenes, the gameplay is where the game falls apart.
When you're not running up, down and all around Luna Nova (the game's hub world) just to complete simple fetch quests,
you're in clunky beat em up sections with only a few combat moves at your disposal, poor dungeon design and bosses that range
from really easy to absolutely tidieous.
That's not even the worst part of it due to all the repetition you'll be going through during the course of your adventure, either
through replaying dungeons as different characters to progress through the story, having to keep going back and forth to
different parts of Luna Nova while keeping track of the time or just straight up being forced to play all 7 stages again because
of a late plot point I won't spoil for those curious.

I wanted to like this game but unless if you're a huge fan of Little Witch Academia, I don't recommend buying this game and
even if you are a huge fan of the franchise I suggest waiting for a price drop because it's not worth spending £35 for a game
where only the writing and presentation are good while the gameplay is rather bad.
I can see that A+ Games tried while making this game but this game is nothing more than a D-.
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